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§27. Geometry Changes Transient Transport in 
Plasmas 
Itoh, K., Itho, S.-I. (RIAM, Kyushu Univ.) 
Role of ballooning effect in toroidal 
plasmas on the transient transport problems is 
investigated. Due to the mode localization along 
the magnetic field line, a meso scale appears in a 
radial correlation length of fluctuating fields. This 
long radial correlation of the fluctuating field 
causes a fast propagation of response against a 
rapid transient perturbation. 
It is shown that the turbulent fluctuations, 
which have short poloidal wave lengths ("micro 
scale", being of the order of ion gyroradius or 
collisionless skin depth) can have a long radial 
correlation length owing to the ballooning effect 
P E , P E:::: J s- lap i , where s is the magnetic shear. 
The plasma flux by the ballooning mode 
has been obtained. The particle flux at radius r 
by the kinetic ballooning mode has been deri ved 
as [1] r r(r) = ;qr T L F M, n(r) wher 
o e n,M 
FM,n(r)= L gm(~~7)<I>m<l>; Iml<m. 
+ L 2R ~l ; 0) ~ 0)* m9\e (~eZ + 2~;{ 1 + ~eZ)) 
Iml<m. 
x n m(e- i8 0m m * + ei80m m * ) 
.,.) 'l'm-l'l'm 'I'm + l'l'm , 
Z is the plasma dispersion function, the argument 
of which is given as ~e = wi k IIIUth e , 
k II = (M + m - nq)/qR , Uth e is the electron thermal 
velocity, L 11 is the density gradient scale length, 
and an abbreviation <l>m = <1>11, M( r - m!1) is used. 
Here, n is the toroidal mode number, M is the 
central poloidal mode number, M = n q(rM, n) at 
r = rM 11 , and !1 = Ilnq'. This result shows that the 
transport by the (M, n) -mode, F M, n{r) , is extended 
in the region r 11 , M - P E < r < rll , M + P E . The 
summation over M is approximately replaced by 
the integral over rM,11 as 
where we rewrite as F M, 11{r) = F M, n(r- rM, n) . Each 
flux FM,n(r-rM,n) is contributed from the plasma 
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parameters at r = rM, n' A similar integral form is 
also derived for the energy flux. The turbulence 
level of e~/Te:::: 11k J.. Ln with k J..P i:::: 1 and the 
decorrelation rate of Y dec:::: c! L n have been 
obtained. For this level of fluctuation amplitude, 
the Kubo number, the ratio between deccorelation 
time to the eddy-tum-over time, is given as 
and is much smaller than unity. This result means 
that the one-time autocorrelation length of 
fluctuation fields (Euler's view) is much longer 
than the autocorrelation length of fluctuating 
motion of plasma elements. 
The transient response of transport is 
analyzed based on the non local expression of 
fluxes. A transient response of the form 
T( x, t) ex: exp ( - int) is studied for the transport 
equation. We obtain the equation for k( n) as 
where X is the value in the stationary state. By use 
of 9\e k(n) ,Xejf is formally given as 
X ejf = n( 9\e k t 2/2 . In the case of larger n , 
n > XP E 2 , numerical solution provides a relation 
We have an upper bound of the effective thermal 
conductivity is rewritten as [2] XejflX ~ -K- 2 in the 
case of -K« 1 . For the case of the ballooning 
mode, one has Xej/X ~ a/sp i . 
This result is compared with experiments. 
One time correlation length is measured as 
Pc:::: O.lm ,. When one uses a typical value of the L-
mode of X:::: 10 m2/s , one has a relation 
XeJlX - 10- 3 n. For the sudden change with the 
time scale of the order of I OO~s , such as the L/H 
transition, the effective transport coefficient 
deduced from the transient response is given as 
XeJlX - 60. This enhancement factor is in the 
range of experimental observations in large 
tokamaks at L/H transitions. This analysis gives a 
basis of the non local transport model for the study 
of transient transport [3]. 
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